Tissue elongation is a central morphogenetic event occurring in all organisms in development 1, 2 . During this process, symmetry of cells and tissues is broken by different mechanisms, such as neighbor exchange 3,4 , cell elongation 5,6 and oriented cell division 7 . While the phenomenon is known to involve remodeling of adherens junctions 4 and acto-myosin 4,8 at the molecular level, mesoscopic mechanisms leading to distinct morphogenesis processes are poorly understood. This is partly because inputs from morphogen gradients 9 or from neighboring tissues 10,11 can affect tissue autonomous self-organization in vivo. It is therefore difficult to disentangle cell intrinsic from externally mediated behaviors. Here we use in vitro experiments and numerical simulations to characterize the spontaneous behavior of a growing cell colony in vitro. We show that in vitro tissue elongation arises from anisotropy in the average cell elongation. This anisotropy sets the direction along which boundary cells migrate radially resulting in a non-isotropic elongation that arises primarily through cell elongation. For colonies submitted to a time periodic stretch, the axis of global symmetry breaking can be imposed by external force, and tissue elongation arises through oriented neighbor exchange. Emergence of radially migrating cells and the interplay between cell elongation and cell rearrangements are confirmed by numerical simulations based on a vertex model. Our results suggest that spontaneous shape deformation is related to the mean orientation of the nematic cell elongation field in the absence of any external input. This provides a framework to explain autonomous tissue elongation and how contributions from different mesoscopic mechanisms can be modulated by external forces.
typical coherence length of epithelial tissues 16 . When cells reached confluency, the stencil was removed at t0. Strikingly, circular colonies were initially surrounded by an acto-myosin cable ( Supplementary Figure 1 ). Cell dynamics was followed over time by phase contrast (Movie 1) or fluorescence microcopy with strains labeled with GFP cadherin (Figure 1b) , that allowed to observe the behavior of individual cells. We observed that colonies expanded in a anisotropic manner (Figure 1c ).
In order to compare elongations in each experiment, we quantified the breaking of symmetry by ellipse-fitting the colony. Shape change analysis was quantified by a nematic shape elongation tensor Q, which has two independent components, Qxx = ½ ln(a/b)cos(2•q) and Qxy = ½ ln(a/b)sin (2•q) (Figure 1d , see caption for definitions of a, b, q). As can be seen in Figure   1e , MDCK colonies elongated persistently along the main axis of elongation (Qxx > 0 and Qxy ≈ 0). We note that elongation observed in 6 hours was similar in magnitude to tissue elongation observed during in vivo morphogenesis, for instance in the wing blade in Drosophila 11 .
Moreover, the elongation direction (qfinal = q (t = 6 h)) converges to a constant value within 2 hours after t0 (Figure 1f ). It has been previously described for C. elegans embryo elongation 10 and in other organisms 17 that time periodic stretch can play a role in morphogenesis. Motivated by these observations, we explored whether oscillatory external forces could have an impact on the direction of elongation. We designed an experimental set-up where elongating colonies were submitted to cyclic stretching (Figure 2a and Movie 2). We explored frequencies and extensions around physiological values 17 (see Supplementary Material Section I and Supplementary Figure 2 ). Among conditions, we observed colony elongation along the direction imposed by the external strain when we stretched cyclically with 60 s timescale and 5% strain (Figure 2b and Movie 3), a response resulting from collective effects ( Supplementary Figure 3 and Supplementary Material Section II). The components of the nematic shape elongation tensor Q under cyclic stretching were comparable to the spontaneous elongation of colony when stretch was not applied, but oriented in the direction of external force (Figure 2c and 2d ).
We next sought to identify the source of symmetry breaking in both conditions. It has previously been reported that in MDCK monolayers, cells can migrate tangentially to the monolayer boundary when confined 16 , or perpendicular to the boundary in the form of multicellular groups or fingers during monolayer expansion 14, 18 . During spontaneous elongation of MDCK colonies in the absence of external forces (Movie 4), we observed that boundary cells tend to move either perpendicularly or tangentially to the colony boundary (Figure 3a , Supplementary Figure 4 and Supplementary Material Section III and IV). We observed that the direction of motion of growing fingers consistently corresponded to the colony elongation direction (Figure 3b and 3c). We then measured the position and displacement for each finger in control colonies and colonies under cyclic stretching ( Figure 3d ). We observed that, when growing parallel to the direction of force application, finger cells performed larger displacements than when growing perpendicularly. To further explore this effect, we grew MDCK monolayers with straight boundaries either parallel or perpendicular to the external force. Then, we let fingers appear and grow for 2 hours before applying cyclic stretching ( Figure 3e ). When fingers were growing perpendicular to the stretching direction, they shrank upon application of cyclic stretching; in contrast, fingers further elongated when parallel to the direction of external forces. Altogether, this suggests that direction of finger-like structures correlates with elongation direction, and that external stretching affects the dynamics of finger growth.
We then wondered if the process of finger growth is a cause or consequence of the symmetry breaking of the shape of the colony. We observe that when a finger pulls outward on the colony, cells in the immediate vicinity of the finger tend to reorient their elongation axis towards the finger (Figure 4a ). Recent studies have shown that the nematic field of cell elongation and its topological defects are involved in the growth of bacterial colonies 19 and in controlling dynamics 20, 21 , death and extrusion 22 of epithelial cells. We wondered if the spontaneous elongation of colonies would also be related to the average cell elongation. We followed the evolution of the cell elongation nematic field in different colonies during expansion. We first obtained the spatiotemporal cell elongation nematic field q (see Supplementary Figure 5 and 6, Movie 5 and Supplementary Material Section V). We could obtain the angle qnematic of the mean of the nematic field at t0 which we compared with final colony orientation obtained in the ellipse fitting analysis (Figure 4b , Supplementary Figure 7 and Supplementary Material Section V). Strikingly, we observed a clear average cell elongation even at the time of stencil removal t0, and the corresponding angle qnematic correlated with colony orientation when elongation direction is established (Figure 4c , Supplementary Figure 7 and 8). The cell elongation nematic field at t0 was not typically homogeneous but exhibited a complex pattern with ±½ topological defects (Figure 4b , Supplementary Figure 6 and Supplementary Material Section V). Since the orientation of tissue elongation correlates with orientation of average cell elongation at t0, this suggests that 'leader' cells pulling outward on the colony are not the primary cause of symmetry breaking in colony shape, but rather follow from the initial cell shape elongation before stencil removal.
We next sought to evaluate quantitatively the contribution of cellular processes to elongation. We isolated the contributions of each cellular event through tissue segmentation, cell tracking and neighbor triangulation 11, 23 (see Supplementary Material Section V, Figure 4d and 4e and Movie 6). This procedure decomposes overall tissue elongation, which is quantified in terms of cumulative total pure shear, into contributions from cell elongation and topological changes. Five main events contribute to total shear: cell elongation change, cell division, cell extrusion, T1 transition, and correlation effects 11, 23 . At the colony scale, shear decomposition plots ( Figure  4f and Supplementary Figure 9 ) revealed that the total pure shear gives values consistent with elongation estimates from ellipse fitting ( Figure 4g ). Note that various contributions to shear decomposition exhibit significant variability between experiments (Supplementary Figure 9 ). However, we found that after the first 2 hours, the contribution of cell elongation is generally comparable to the total pure shear, with a smaller contribution from other sources ( Figure 4g ). When looking at the shear decompositions of colonies under cyclic stretching (Supplementary Figure 10 ), the cumulative shear values were also similar to the ones obtained by ellipse fitting (Supplementary Figure 11 ). Interestingly, we found however that in that case, shear created by T1 transitions is the main contributor for the total pure shear, while cell elongation does not contribute to tissue elongation (Supplementary Figure 10 and 11 ). This indicates that applying oscillatory forces to the tissue changes fundamentally the main mode of tissue elongation by favouring topological rearrangements of the cell network.
We then asked whether a model could reproduce experimental observations of shear decomposition and, in particular, in which conditions tissue elongation would arise from cell elongation or from topological transitions. We developed a vertex model with addition of a simple set of rules (see Supplementary Material Section VI). We generated a confluent colony of circularly confined cells, in which a unit director p that represented the cell polarity was assigned to each cell. Based on orientation of the director, each cell generated an extensile active stress s a and bias λ in the base value of its edge contractility to promote cell elongation and active T1 transitions. We assumed that the experimentally measured cell elongation nematic q is a readout of the underlying cell polarity p. Hence, the initial spatial distribution of p was based on the commonly observed pattern of q (Figure 4h ). To evolve p with time, we imposed that p of the exterior cells tended to be parallel to the boundary, whereas the inner cells tended to align their p with those of their neighbors (Supplementary Material Section VI).
Upon removal of confinement, we found that the simulated colony spontaneously elongates, in a direction set by the orientation of the mean cell elongation nematic field, along with the formation of finger-like structures near the +½ defect, as observed experimentally (see Movie 7) . Our simulations therefore reproduce experimental observations indicating that colony deformation can be understood without forces exerted by a leader cell at the colony boundary ( Figure 4h , Movie 7, and Supplementary Material Section VI). To test whether we could also recapitulate different contributions of the total pure shear inside the tissue, we performed a shear decomposition analysis of in silico Movies. We found a qualitatively similar cumulative shearstrain decomposition as was observed in experiments (Figure 4i ), where the main contribution came from cell elongation. Moreover, by changing the relative contributions of the cellular active stress magnitude (sa) and the edge tension bias (λ), we could modulate the relative contributions from cell elongations and T1 transitions to the total pure shear (Supplementary Figure 12 and 13) as was also observed in experiments with colonies in the absence or presence of cyclic stretching ( Supplementary Figures 10 and 11 ). When s a was dominant, the colony elongation was primarily due to cell elongation, whereas when λ was the stronger term, T1 transitions were the main cause of colony elongation. These results provide possible cellular mechanisms that can affect the process of tissue deformation and influence whether cell elongation, or cellular rearrangements, dominate tissue elongation.
Taken together, we showed that isotropic MDCK colonies spontaneously expanded in an anisotropic manner. Circular colonies have a non-zero average cell elongation even before expansion starts. Orientation of the average cell elongation strongly influences orientation of the final colony shape. Interestingly, we observed that direction of elongation could be rectified by imposing an external cyclic force. Then, finger-like structures seem to drive the asymmetric expansion of the colony by migrating radially, but such expansion could also happen by a concerted effect from all cells by their tendency to align their elongation axis with respect to their neighbors, as seen in simulations. Moreover, this symmetry breaking in the alignment of cell shape would also collectively contribute to the total pure shear.
Our results reinforce the idea that cell elongation nematic field can have an impact on epithelia morphogenesis. It was already shown that topological defects in the cell elongation nematic field have a key role on epithelial dynamics 20 and on cell death and extrusion 22 . Now, we showed that circular epithelial colonies when in confinement build up a mean nematic orientation. This symmetry breaking results from the inner activity of cells, and sets the direction for colony elongation. Changes in epithelial shape could be revisited in vivo with this framework. This could potentially reveal generic features of the role of tissue anisotropies in developmental biology. 
Materials and methods
Cell culture. MDCK cells (GFP-E-cadherin strain 13 , GFP-Actin strain, RFP-LifeAct / GFPmyosin strain 24 ) were cultured in Dulbecco's modified Eagle medium (D-MEM) 1g/l glucose (Invitrogen), supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Invitrogen) and 1% penicillinstreptomycin (and the corresponding resistance for each strain). Cells were passaged every 2-3 days using standard procedures.
Fabrication of PDMS membranes and stencils. Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) (Sylgard) was prepared by mixing the pre-polymer and the cross-linker at a 10:1 ratio. To prepare stretchable membranes, uncured PDMS was first centrifuged (3000 rpm for 5 min) to remove air bubbles. Afterwards, the PDMS was spin coated on a flat polystyrene (PS) surface (500 rpm for 1 min) and cured at 65ºC overnight. PDMS stencils were prepared as described previously 15 . Briefly, SU-8 2050 molds containing circles of 250 µm in diameter were prepared by standard photolithography. Uncured PDMS was then spin-coated on molds to a thickness lower than the height of the microstructures (50 µm) and cured overnight at 65ºC. Stencils for the finger experiments were prepared by spin-coating uncured PDMS on a flat surface.
Cell seeding on stencils. The PDMS stencils were cut, peeled off the mold, and placed in a 2% Pluronic F-127 (Sigma-Aldrich) in PBS for 1 h. The stencils were then kept in PBS for 2h and dried under the hood flow. PDMS stretchable membranes were cut and then activated using O2 plasma. The membranes and the stencils were exposed to UV light in the cell culture hood for 10 min. Afterwards, stretchable membranes were incubated with fibronectin 20 µg/ml for 1 h, rinsed with PBS and dried. PDMS membranes were placed on a PS holder, and the PDMS stencils were deposited on top of the membrane right after. A rectangular PDMS chamber was attached onto the membrane using vacuum grease, and cells were seeded at a density of 20000 cells/mm 2 25 for 4 h. When cells were attached, the medium was changed and the membrane with the cells was kept in the incubator. Local cell density could vary within each colony. We followed the dynamics of assembly of the colony prior removal of the stencil and we could see that cellular clusters size distribution and respective location within the cavity at plating could contribute to these variations. Once they formed confluent circular colonies, the stencils were removed with tweezers carefully before starting the experiment. Some of the colonies exhibited elongation in the short time window between stencil removal and the start of image acquisition.
Time-lapse microscopy. After stencil removal, the medium was replaced by L-15 (Leibovitz's L-15 medium, Invitrogen) supplemented with 10% FBS. Cells were then observed under a Nikon Ti inverted microscope using either a x10 or a x20 objective for 6 h at 37ºC. Images were acquired every 5 min.
Stretching experiments. The stretching device was designed in the lab. Briefly, a Thorlabs motor (Thorlabs z812 motor, Thorlabs) was controlling the motion of a PDMS membrane, and everything was mounted on a custom-made microscope stage. Circular colonies were plated on PDMS membranes, and after removal of the stencils, samples were placed on the microscope. Cyclic stretches were applied and images were taken every 30 minutes typically shortly to prevent interfering with the time course of the experiments. We probed 3 times for cycles, 20s, 60s, 120s, and 3 extensions, 5%, 10%, and 20%. The shape of the cycles was triangular. We checked that the PDMS stencils were elastic at all extension and frequency ranges.
Chemical treatments. To prevent the formation of E-cadherin-mediated adhesion, cells were incubated for 30min with L-15 medium containing 5 mM EDTA (Sigma-Aldrich) and 10 µg/ml anti-E-cadherin blocking antibody that targeted the extracellular domain of E-cadherin 26 (uvomorulin, monoclonal anti-E-cadherin antibody, Sigma); after incubation, the medium was replaced by normal L-15 and the experiment started.
Finger dynamics experiments.
For the finger test after growth, we let finger grow for 2 hours, and we subsequently applied the cyclic stretch.
Colony shape change analysis. Shape change analysis was performed using ImageJ (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij, NIH). The outline of the colony on phase contrast images was ellipse fitted at every time point. Major axis a, minor axis b, and ellipse orientation q were obtained. We computed Q, defined as Qxx(t) = ½ ln(a(t)/b(t))·cos2·(q(t) -q(tfinal)) and Qxy(t) = ½ln(a(t)/b(t))·sin2·(q(t) -q(tfinal)) to quantify cell colony elongation. In stretching experiments, the x axis corresponds to the direction of the external stretch and Q components are defined as Qxx(t) = ½ ln(a(t)/b(t))·cos2·(q(t)) and Qxy(t) = ½ln(a(t)/b(t))·sin2·(q(t)).
Velocity analysis.
The centroid trajectories of cells were tracked using the manual tracking plug-in in ImageJ. Data analysis was performed using a custom-made code in MATLAB (The MathWorks). Cell positions were characterized by a vector r(t), with t denoting time and r position in space (bold letter refers to a vector). Every recorded cell position during the timelapse experiment was defined as ri = r(ti), where ti = iDt are the times of recording and Dt denotes the duration of time-lapses. The average velocity of each cell was then defined as v = (1/T)·∑iri, being ri the module of the vector ri and T the total duration of the trajectory.
Colony segmentation and cell tracking.
Movies acquired using a MDCK GFP-E-cadherin strain were first pre-processed with FIJI. The subtract background function was applied to remove noise. Images were then loaded to Tissue Analyzer (TA) v8.5 27 for edge detection and cell tracking. Topological Defects. The processed time-lapse movies of expanding colonies were subjected to analysis with the OrientationJ plugin of FIJI to produce the smoothed director field representing cell-shape anisotropy. The resulting director field was further quantified by studying the spatiotemporal evolution of ±1/2 topological defects that were obtained by calculating the winding number over cells of the underlying grid. The smoothing of the underlying Gaussian kernel is approximately of the size of cells and ensured that the most robust defects were observed. The validity of this procedure was cross-verified with the smoothed cellshape nematic field and the corresponding ±½ defects from the segmented and triangulated data of the experiments processed in TM ( Supplementary Figure 5 and Supplementary Material Section V). Finally, the orientation of mean cell-shape nematic calculated at 0 hrs was compared with shape orientation of the colony at t = 2 hrs. See Supplementary Material Section V for more details (also see Movie 7) .
Quantification of cellular deformations, topological transitions and their contribution to pure shear deformation.
After obtaining the geometrical and topological information of the colonies from the series tracked images generated using TA, TM was used to extract, triangulate and store the data with the help of an automated workflow. The database obtained after this stage of analysis was used to quantify various state properties such as cell area, neighbor number, cell elongation and the contribution of different cellular processes to deformation using scripts written both in R and in Python. TM was further used to quantify the contributions of various cellular events such as cell elongation and topological transitions to the colony deformation. More details about this analysis can be found in Supplementary Material Section V (also see Movie 6).
Vertex Model Simulations.
A vertex model was developed with an addition of a unit nematic director p to every cell. The orientation of the boundary cell p was maintained parallel to the boundary, whereas p for internal cells were modeled to have a tendency to align with the p of its neighbors. In these simulations, an extensile active stress # (pp-$ % ) acts to increase cell elongation along p. In addition, a bias l was also applied on the basic edge tension with respect to the director p of its neighboring cells. This bias reduces (increases) the tension of the edge along (perpendicular to) p. Consequently, the closure (formation) of edges is enhanced in the direction perpendicular (parallel) to p. Hence, the T1 transitions in the region around the cells are oriented to cause shear elongation (contraction) along (perpendicular) to p. The colony is provided with an initial condition for p that mimics the initial configuration of many experimentally observed cell shape nematic field q with two +½ defects that are separated by a distance. To begin with, the cell positions and director orientations were evolved under colony confinement till cell position and p do not change significantly. The confinement is then removed to see how the colony breaks symmetry in its shape. In another set of simulations, a small motility v0 was also provided to the internal cells ( Supplementary Figure 13 ). Similar to the experiments, the output of these simulations was also processed in TM and analyzed for topological defects and pure shear decomposition. More details of the simulations are provided in Supplementary Material Section VI (also see Movie 7) . Direction of the colony elongation (quantified by the cosine of 2 times the angle of the main axis of the colony at t = 2 hours) as a function of the weight finger direction (quantified by the average of the cosine of 2 times the angle of each finger trajectory, e.g. the angle corresponding to the vector between the position of the finger at t = 0 hours and t = 2 hours, of each finger weight by the finger's displacement). N ≥ 3, ncolonies = 12 colonies and nfinger = 21 fingers. Blue dashed-line corresponds to the linear fitting of the data points and the shadowed area corresponds to the 95% confidence interval. Pearson's correlation coefficient r = 0.6556, p = 0.0013. (d) Total displacement of finger growth as a function of its initial position in the colony (angular coordinate from the center of the colony) for control colonies and colonies under stretching. N ≥ 3 independent experiments, ncolonies = 11 colonies and nfinger = 21 fingers (control) and N ≥ 3, ncolonies = 10 colonies and nfinger = 28 fingers (stretching). Blue lines correspond to linear fitting of data points and the shadowed area corresponds to 95% confidence interval. (e) Distance between the tip of the finger and the edge of the monolayer along time, for monolayers in control conditions, stretched parallel and perpendicular to the finger growth direction. N ≥ 3 independent experiments for the three conditions and n = 4, 6 and 3 fingers respectively. Blue lines correspond to the linear fitting of data points and the shadowed area corresponds to 95% confidence interval. Cell shape is quantified using a nematic field (red segments). First, the mean cell shape nematic is quantified at the moment of stencil removal (0 hours) and the orientation θnematic of its mean for the entire colony is obtained. Then, the overall shape of the colony after 2 hours is obtained by fitting an ellipse, whose major axis makes an angle θcolony. The yellow directors correspond to fits for the cell shape nematic field obtained with respect to the +1/2 and -1/2 topological defects of the experimentally obtained (red) nematic field (also see Supplementary Material Section V for details.) Scale bar 50 µm. (c) The cumulative distribution function (CDF) for the difference Δθ between θnematic (0 hours) and θcolony (2 hours) is obtained N = 19 colonies. This plot shows a strong correlation between the cell shape nematic and the overall shape symmetry breaking (also see Supplementary Material Section V and Supplementary Figure 7 for details). (d) Snap-shots of two colonies from control condition segmented and tracked for cells using Tissue-Analyzer (TA) for a duration of t = 120 minutes starting from removal of stencil at t = 0. Scale bar 50 µm. (e) The segmented and tracked images are triangulated in Tissue-Miner (TM). Scale bar 50 µm. The green dots represent the centers of the segmented cells. (f) The dynamics of triangulation is analyzed in TM to provide the overall xx component of cumulative pure shear strain in the sample colony shown in (b) as a function of time (total shear). The decomposition of total pure shear into different components is also shown (see Supplementary Material Section V). (g) Comparison between the mean total pure shear obtained from TM and the overall colony pure shear obtained from ellipse fitting (left) and relative contribution of the different processes to the total pure shear. N ≥ 2, ncolonies = 4 colonies. (h) A vertex model with internal activity arising from extensile active cell stress and biased edge tension for the cell-cell junctions (see Materials and Methods, Supplementary Material Section VI and Supplementary  Figure 12c ), shows shear decomposition (i) which is similar to its experimental counterpart in (f).
